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A History of the Southern Cross Owners Association 
By Bill Duggan 

 
 
This historical overview was compiled for the benefit of Southern Cross Association 
(SCOA) members who may be interested in the Southern Cross design, construction and 
the formation and evolution of SCOA. It also describes some noteworthy events and 
includes the list of officers, Life Members and Commodore’s Award recipients.  
 
This history has been compiled through information from the Southern Cross, (SCOA’s 
newsletters), association correspondence, interviews, recollections and memories to the 
best of my knowledge. If there are some mistakes, please send them to me so that I can 
make corrections for future editions.  
 
Dedicated to all past, present and future owners of Southern Cross Yachts. May the 
passion about our boats, projects and sailing continue to be exchanged for the benefit of 
all members through SCOA.      
 
SCOA was formed 30 years ago in 1980 and, at first, was focused on creating an 
organization to share information back to the builder, C.E. Ryder, for proposed design & 
construction changes. This led to some improvements such as an improved deck design 
on the SC31. It also provided owners with a place to share information on completing 
their kits, or incomplete boats. As the association evolved more owners were anxious to 
share, not only their knowledge of the boat but also their sailing and cruising experiences. 
The need for the association to be the clearing house of information about the boats and 
to facilitate an exchange of information for new owners became even more important as 
C.E. Ryder Corporation shut its doors in 1990. SCOA, today, is relevant for both new and 
experienced Southern Cross sailors as the exchange of ideas and experience continues 
through use of the web site, newsletters, annual meetings and rendezvous.  
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Clarke Ryder 

 
Southern Cross Design: The Beginning 
 
All Southern Cross Yachts, 28, 31, 35 and 39 were designed by Naval Architect, Thomas 
Gillmer. Mr. Gillmer served as professor of Naval Architecture at the United States 
Naval Academy (head of the design department) and designed the first fiberglass boat to 
circumnavigate the globe, Seawind ketch named APOGEE. 
 
The Southern Cross combines the best of modern design with the sea-keeping ability of 
the traditional double-ended Colin Archer boats to create a fast, rugged, vessel capable of 
extended passages.  
 
The 31 was originally designed by Gillmer for wooden boat construction for a vessel 
called the Aries (like Southern Cross line) which was given the name RED WINE  1  The 
vessel subsequently went on to sail from the US West coast to Hawaii and back. The 31 
has a Norwegian “Spitzgatten” heritage, with an external rudder, sheer and stem lines.  

According to Clarke, he had been making fiberglass 
industrial parts and boats for several years. Clarke said: "In 
1973 to 1974 I saw the popularity on the West Coast of the 
Westsail 32 in kit form and thought that we could do the 
same thing on this coast. I had a portfolio of designs from 
one of the marine publishing houses with a collection of Tom 
Gillmer’s designs in it, so I was familiar with his work. He 
had designed a wooden 31-footer called the Aries (a double-
ender with Norwegian influences in its outboard rudder and 
sheerline) that was about two-thirds the weight of the 
Westsail. It essentially had the same underbody as the 
Seawind.. I got in touch with Tom and decided to build it in 
fiberglass. I took the first one to the Annapolis Boat Show in 

1975 as the Southern Cross 31." The C. E. Ryder Company eventually produced about 
150 of that model. 2 

C.E. Ryder Corporation was created by Clarke Ryder in 1969. Clarke produced the first 
Southern Cross 31 in 1975 and later went on to produce Southern Cross 28, 25 and 39. 
C.E. Ryder also produced Quickstep, Sonars, Sea Sprites and eventually Black Watch 
power boats. The hulls & decks were molded at the yard in Bristol and then finished off 
according to the owners’ needs on a semi-custom basis. The C.E. Ryder Corp was known 
for their skilled fiberglass work. The corporation ended in 1990 after producing more 
than 280 Southern Cross yachts. 

The 31 was followed by the 28, the 35, and the 39. All were available as kits or as 
factory-completed boats. All were double-enders because, as Clarke puts it, "We decided 
to keep them that way. If you start changing the designs, you start arguing against your 
own premise." 3 
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Southern Cross & Gilmer (1 L or 2 L’s) 

Southern Cross yachts were built either as finished boats or kits. About half of the boats 
built were kit boats. In approximately 1985, C.E. Ryder introduced Gillmer line to denote 
unfinished boats and to separate them from the factory finished Southern Cross. To the 
best of our knowledge, the following were built.  

Length Gillmers Southern Cross Total 
39 9 20 29 
35 13 17 30 
31 11 150 158 
28 6 66 72 
Totals   244  
 
 
What is the difference between a Gillmer and a Southern Cross? A Southern Cross was 
the term given to those boats that were factory finished and Gillmer was a name provided 
to those that were owner completed. This designation started in the 1980’s and that is 
why many boats that were Southern Cross’s were owner completed (those produced 
before the designation). The intent was to brand Southern Cross’s separately from owner 
completed boats. Most Southern Cross boats had a bronze builder’s medallion and 
Gillmer’s did not.   
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The Southern Cross Owners Association Foundation 
 

The Southern Cross Owners Association (SCOA) was founded 
in 1980. In 1980 the C.E.Ryder Corp was in full production 
with several product lines from the Sea Sprite (23, 28, 30, 34), 
the Southern Cross (SC 28, 31), and Quickstep 24, along with a 
number of other smaller projects. C.E Ryder offered the 
Southern Cross, Sea Sprite and Quickstep as owner completion 
kits. This kit approach made it affordable for a do it yourselfer 
to own a seaworthy sailboat that was designed by a professional 
and took the guess work out of lofting and creating a hull. Many 
boats were sold as kits.  

 
These kits ranged from Level 1 to Level 3 with various options along the way. Level 1 
was basically a bare hull, deck and ballast. Level 2 boats were more complete. 
Companionway hatches, ports, chainplates, rough cabin sole and some structural 
bulkheads were installed. With an engine & spar option, the Level 2 boat was sailable 
provided you could rough it by sleeping on a plywood cabin floor and didn’t need a head 
or a stove. Level 3 was the most complete and also called factory finished. 4 
 
In 1980, over 150 Southern Cross yachts (28 & 31) were delivered to owners all over the 
country in various owner completion levels. Very few boats, if any, were the same as 
there were many custom options. Many boats were delivered to enthusiastic do it your 
self owners who were filled with dreams to complete their boat and sail away. However, 
the reality of converting a kit boat to a fully equipped blue water cruising boat is 
challenging.  Three needs arose from the boats that were being delivered. One; How to 
help enthusiastic owners complete their boats. Two; How to sail them, and thirdly how to 
provide feedback that could impact the design and construction.  
 
There were many success stories of owners who were sailing their boats to Bermuda and 
beyond. Some were participating in the OSTAR (Observers Single Handed Trans 
Atlantic Race) and other long distance races. Some were heading to the South Pacific and 
some others were still working on their boats. 
 
In addition to a need to share information for the benefit of fellow owners, owners also 
needed an organized forum to provide Clarke information on suggested changes to design 
and construction.  
 
Thus, a core group of owners such as Pops Karentz,  Frank Mann, George Snell, Chuck 
and Lee Marsh, Colin Smith, Charles Caranci led by the first President, Dick Sweet, 
formed the SCOA.  According to Dick Sweet 5one purpose of the organization is to 
“praise the builder when it’s deserved but constructively tell him when he fails”. Pops 
Karentz recalls6, “SCOA was organized …by a few determined owners. It was by word 
of mouth, chance meetings, and an occasional meeting between people with a common 
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interest that somehow it grew into a real organization…”.There is something for 
everyone in SCOA.  
  
  The first meeting took place in February over President’s weekend in Newport Rhode 
Island and over 60 members attended. The first meeting was described in detail in 
Southern Cross, Issue Number 1 and was presided by the first President of the 
organization, Dick Sweet. The general format of the first meeting and many meetings 
afterwards was an informal social gathering on Friday evening followed by Saturday 
morning presentations by members and professionals in the marine industry. Lunch was 
provided at a local restaurant and hosted by Clarke Ryder. This was then followed by 
optional visits to the factory on Saturday afternoon. Saturday night consisted of a 
presentation over a meal at the host hotel and an interesting dinner speaker. 
 
In 1980 there were 67 members, 70% had unfinished boats7 and the first order of business 
was to organize the club with by- laws, a charter, regional fleets and fleet captains and 
organize a newsletter. 
 
The first newsletter was published in June 1980 followed by Issue 2 in November. Issue 3 
was another year in the making then followed by Issue 4 in March of 1982.  
 
The first Constitution and By-Laws were approved and released to the organization in 
1981. According to the original Constitution, the Association has been organized for the 
following purposes: 

A) to encourage a close relationship between all owners of Southern Cross class 
yachts for the mutual advantage of exchange of ideas on all phase of yacht 
constructions, rigging, electrics, electronics, sail making and handling, 
seamanship and navigation. 

B) To provide a social forum through regional meetings, joint cruises and rendezvous 
C) To support the continuation improvement of all yachts of the class through liaison 

with the builder; providing him with pertinent information distilled from reports 
of various individual owners concerning the construction, equipment and 
performance of their respective boats. 

 
Regional fleets were organized in response to the geographical distribution of the 
membership. The following fleets were formed. 
Fleet 1 – Gulf Coast 
Fleet 2 -  Mid Atlantic 
Fleet 3 -  Chesapeake Bay 
Fleet 4 – Northern New England 
Fleet 5 – Southern New England  
Fleet 6 – Great Lakes 
Fleet 7 – Pacific Coast 
 
 
SCOA first had a President in 1980. Then, after the Constitution and By-Laws were 
written and adopted in 1981, the office of the President was replaced by a Commodore, 
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Vice Commodore, Secretary /Treasurer. These were yearly elected positions and there 
were no term limits. The officers were elected by the membership by plurality of votes at 
the annual meeting. 

 
According to a note from the late Colin Smith (SC 31-Spirit of 84) and written in Issue 
66 of the newsletter, the early leadership […went like this. Dick Sweet, a Virginian and 
retired brigadier general (Army I think) was the first “President” of the Southern Cross 
Association. He has since died. He was succeeded by Frank Mann, also of Virginia; he 
was a retired Coast Guard Commodore]. One primary duty of the Commodore was to 
maintain a liaison with the builder.  
 
  
President to Commodore: Growth and Development: 1980 through 1990 
 
Dick Sweet, the first president, was followed by the first Commodore, Frank Mann, who 
was a retired USCG Commodore. Frank was the owner of North Cape, SC31-043 and 
sailed in the Chesapeake Bay. According to Ralph Degroodt, Frank always kept his 
“vessel ship shape and the cutter boom at a jaunty angle”. According to Colin Smith 
(Issue 66), “…Frank was the inventor of the Pot Warp Deflector among many other 
refinements to the class. His boat was the most beautiful SC31 I’ve ever seen. Frank was 
Commodore from 1981 and 1982. The membership in 1982 reached 123 members. Frank 
died in 2003.  
 
In 1982 the first Southern Cross race was held. This 78 mile course started at the Mt. 
Hope Bay Bridge in Narragansett Bay went to the buoy marking the north of Block 
Island, then to Buzzards Tower with a finish line near Sakonnet Point, back in 
Narragansett Bay.  
 
Pops (Varoujan or Pops) Karentz, was the second Commodore elected in 1983. Colin 
notes, “I know, because Frank appointed me to head the committee to choose his 
successor. We asked Pops and he agreed to serve.” Pops held the position for three years 
from 1983-1985. Under Pops leadership, the club continued to grow. The newsletter 
started to appear twice a year and his projects on SC-31 Epic II continued. In 1983 the 
club dues were $15.00 for new members and $10.00 annually thereafter.  
 
The third annual meeting was held in the Chesapeake Bay, hosted by Region 3 Fleet 
Director, Frank Mann, This was the only annual meeting that was not held in the 
Newport Rhode Island area. An idea that was considered by the membership at many 
subsequent meetings. 
 
In 1983 Charlie Carpenter in SC 31-006 participated in one of his many Bermuda 1-2 
Races. The second Annual Southern Cross Race was held and won by Clarke Ryder in a 
Sea Sprite 34 completing the 78 mile course in 10 hours, 39 minutes (Issue 6). Many 
members wrote in about voyages far and near in their Southern Cross yachts. Some 
construction issues like deck compression and stainless steel rudder hardware emerged.  
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Pat Henry on Southern Cross and Janet & 
George on Apogee in New Zealand 

There were sail in/drive in rendezvous from the New England regions and a Chesapeake 
Bay Rendezvous. The annual meeting as held in Newport Rhode Island. 
 
Frank Mann wrote in to describe that the Southern Cross 31 hull was designed by Gillmer 
for a wooden ketch called Aires (I6) and showed three rudder hangers. 
 
The third Southern Cross race, held again in Narragansett Bay, was sailed in 1984 in light 
airs. British Oxygen Company (BOC) Challenge Sailor, Richard Konkolski, placed first.  
 
During the years from 1983-1985 several Southern Cross 35 and 39 were produced. 
George Smith & Janet Murphy sailed their first voyage to Bermuda aboard Apogee, 
SC31-148. In 1983, Ralph & Doris Degroodt, aboard Lyra, SC31-124, set sail on the first 
of many voyages to Bermuda. Issue 12 of the newsletter is printed. Membership dues 
jump to $15.00 a year. Charlie Carpenter races in his 5th Bermuda 1-2 as described in 
Issue 14 of the newsletter.  
 
In 1986 Vice Commodore George Smith succeeded Pops and gave a wonderful 
presentation for preparing for a world voyage in SC31-148, Apogee. George presided 
over the club which holds its well attended annual meeting in Newport. One of George’s 
slides started off with a picture of his house which he sold, along with a car that he gave 
away, all in preparation for extended cruising. We hear later in the year from Janet and 
George: they sailed to the Azores and back across the Atlantic to the Caribbean in the 
1986 ARC race. 
 
Ralph Degroodt relieves George Smith as the 1987 Commodore and steers SCOA from 
1986-1988. During that time Hilde M-2, sailed by Karl Edler voyages to the South 
Pacific.  Harry and Doris Costill, on board SC 31 Red Sky, transit the first of many times 
on the Intracoastal waterway (ICW). More design & construction issues emerged on 
Rudder hangers on the SC 31.  Charlie Carpenter receives award for completing all the 
Newport-Bermuda 1-2 races – the only one to have completed all the races. George 
Smith and Janet Murphy arrive in New Zealand for the first time. 
 
In 1988 Hilde M-2 arrives in New Zealand one week before Janet and George (according 
to Issue 19), who arrive for the second 
time after cruising in French Polynesia. 
Issue 20 of the Newsletter is published 
and is twelve pages long. Dick Edelman 
relieves Ralph DeGroodt as 
Commodore. The SCOA Burgee is 
designed and launched and cost $20. 
Dues in the Association cost $15. Doug 
Peck SC31-15completed his 2nd Atlantic 
Crossing in Gooney Bird (Issue 21).  
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1989 Highlights 

•  SC 35 Synergy travels across the Pacific.  
• Activity at the C.E. Ryder Corporation is way down. Only one new boat is sold to 

Anthony Neves of Maine who takes delivery on a bare hull Southern Cross 31. 
• Charlie Carpenter sells SC 31-006 after many Bermuda 1-2 voyages. 

 
 
 
Events from 1990 -2000: The Middle Years 
 
1990 C.E. Ryder Corporation closes in Bristol.  
 
From 1991 through 1999 all the Annual Meetings were video taped for the benefit of 
members who could not attend. These were lengthy (4-6 hours) but useful for members 
who could not attend. The highlights of the meeting really capture the essence of the 
association during those years and they are listed below. 
 
1991 Meeting Highlights 

• Art Albanese SC31 cruising in New England 
• John & Maureen LaVake prepare to sail south on Sunrise SC31 
• Bill Thorndike's update on the DeGroodt's voyage on Lyra SC31 
• Chuck and Di Cooper's presentation on Whales 
• Old Port Marine, Newport on diesel engines 
• Steve Thurston on sail trim 
• Wayne & Nancy Hill's adaptations for living aboard Ivy SC35 
• Bill & Debbie Duggan's cruise to St. John, New Brunswick aboard Mooncusser 

SC31-107 
 
1992 Meeting Highlights 

• Ralph & Doris DeGroodt present their 10 month trip down the ICW to the 
Bahamas and back aboard Lyra SC31 

• Chuck Cooper's presentation aboard the staysail schooner Harvey Gamage 
• Bill Duggan's presentation of repair work done to bilge of Mooncusser  
• Dick Willard's Marion to Bermuda race on Mariah SC35 
• Brad White, Doyle sailmakers update on new material 

 
1993 Bill Duggan elected Commodore and the annual meeting was held in Newport 
Marriott.  
 
1994 Highlights 
The annual meeting highlights, held in February were as follows: 
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• Noel Searle from S & S Specialist on Fiberglass boat repair 
• Bill & Debbie Duggan's presentation on their trip to Newfoundland aboard 

Mooncusser SC31-107. 
• Frank DiCesare's presentation on his trip up the Hudson River aboard Secert 

Roads SC31  
The first of several summer rendezvous were held in Newport. Debbie Duggan chaired 
the first event with many boats attending the in-the-water event. 
 
1995 Highlights 

The second annual SCOA rendezvous was held on the weekend of August 26 at 
Conanicut Marina in Jamestown, Rhode Island. Seven boats sail in and six cars drive 
in.  Conanicut Marina gave us a whole dock to ourselves and were very eager to see 
to our comfort.  The day started out with little wind and unfortunately most had to 
motor to Jamestown.  Already docked were Bill & Liz Thorndike aboard Sonnet, 
Peter & Judy Georg aboard  Kirsten, Dan & Lois Von Riesen aboard Gran Falloon II, 
Peter Meunnich aboard Carra Barra, Paul Cloutier and Bonnie Henderson aboard Joie 
de Vivre, Stein Holtbakk aboard  Maikai, and arriving shortly thereafter was John 
Rohland aboard Trigness.  Arriving by car were Dick Willard and Kathy Carney, 
Charlie Claus, Andy Thibeault, Frank & Alice DiCesare, and Debbie Duggan (Bill 
unfortunately was in Germany on business). 
 
 The afternoon was spent "catching up" with old friends and as always "talking 
boats".  We had a "Bermuda Rum Swizzle" cocktail party aboard John Rohland's boat 
Trigness SC31 where tall tales got even taller.  Another surprise visit from Rose and 
Pops Karentz, who even left company at their home to come over and visit.  We had a 
nice show of officers with the past Commodore Bill Thorndike,  Commodore Frank 
DiCesare, Vice Commodore Andy Thibeault, and Secretary/Treasurer Charlie Claus 
all in attendance.  After the cocktail party, we all went to dinner at the Schoolhouse 
Cafe, where there were 23 for dinner.  We had a wonderful time! 
 
  On Sunday we were treated to a "boat cooked" breakfast of french toast and 
bacon ala Cloutier.  Paul Cloutier aboard Joie de Vivre SC28 did the honors again this 
year of cooking breakfast for everyone.  What a treat!  We had our video of boats 
again this year which was added to the end of the videotape of the 95 annual meeting.  
After lengthy good-byes we departed for home ports.  I think I can speak for the 
whole group in saying a great time was had by all.  It is always fun to spend time with 
other SCOA members and we look forward to seeing you in Newport in February. 

 
• Meeting Highlights 
• Andy Thibeault's presentation installation of ho lding tank aboard Curlew SC31 
• Dick Willard & Kathy Carney's presentation on preparing to go south aboard 

Mariah SC35 
• Bill & Debbie Duggan's presentation on the SCOA Sail/Drive rendezvous in 

Newport 
• Brad White from Doyle Sailmakers 
• Presentation from Jamestown Marina  
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• Presentation by John Rohland and his experience on Third Beach grounding 
 
 1996 Clarke Ryder elected to SCOA as a Life Member 
 
  

Ten boats attend the third Annual Rendezvous, organized by John Rohland, held for the 
first time in Jamestown. Boats attending, from bottom L-R, Trigness (John Rohland, 
Carra Bara (Peter Muennich, Joi DeVie (Paul Clotier), Mooncusser (Duggan), 
Grandfallon (Dan Von Reisen), Kristen (Peter & Judy Georg).  
 
 
1997 Highlights 

• Jeff Troeltzsch SC28-034 Nellie voyage the Western 
Caribbean Belize/Honduras . Frank DiCesare, Bill 
Thorndike & Peter Georg all voyage down the Int racoastal 
waterway 

• Michael Desisto SC31-097 Aileron describes Deck 
Restoration  

• Leonard Beckwith, boatbuilder, describes the restoration of 
Nina del Mar SC31-001, owned by Roger Scott. 
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• This year also included the launch of the SCOA Web Site as shown above. The 
web site, listed under geocities, had the domain named www.southern-cross.org . 
The first web site was focused on some basic information for members.  
Approximately 6 members have an email address. 

 
 
 
1998 Highlights 

• Clark Ryder describes the foundation and operation of the C.E. Ryder Corp and 
the evolution of the Southern Cross yacht 

• Scott Smith and Peter Hunt SC28-009 Capella Modifications, Wing Keel, 
Awlgrip; Business Meeting;  

• Charlie and Judy Wing SC31 Puffin and SC39 
• Janet and George Smith –Cruising Report – 12 Year Update on a SC31  
• SC31 Shrink wrap – Bill Duggan/ John Rohland 
• David Jacobs writes in Issue 46 that a Solo Woman Circumnavigates the Globe  
• I have written to a Southern Cross 31 owner who I read about in Sail.  I had 

reasoned that she bought Southern Cross from Ron Cool and might like to join 
our organization.  Pat Henry answered from Greece that she had started on her 
journey October 23, 1988 and was working her way around the world paying her 
way by painting, being about 2/3 of the way now.  Her goal is to be the oldest 
woman to solo circumnavigate the globe.  Sail has asked her to write about her 
trip so we'll probably hear more about her. 

• Issue 46 of the newsletter is the first all digital newsletter. Really groundbreaking 
stuff for 1998. 

 
1999 Highlights  

• Marine Engines, Refrigeration, Newfoundland from Roger Scott discussed at the 
annual meeting 

• Andy Thibeault's presentation of installing Propane Stove 
• Judy Boudrot takes command as the Web Captain 

 
2001-2009: The New Millennium 
 

2000 Highlights 
• By 2000, 56 Issues of Southern 

Cross had been produced and the 
SCOA web site had over 8000 hits. 
Half of the club now has email 
addresses. 

• Pat and Coleen DeGroodt are 
halfway round the world in Simmer 

 
2001 Highlights  

• Held our annual meeting in Newport. 
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2002 Highlights 

• All the past newsletters were compiled along with the boatbuilding manual and 
marketing brochures and were scanned from paper and made into PDF files. Now 
all the newsletters are available digitally. 

• The first Commodore’s Award is presented to Janet Murphy and George Smith 
 
2003 Highlights 
Commodore John Rohland kicks off a committee to update the SCOA ByLaws.  
The Bylaws Committee, led by Patricia Lang with members Duggan, Rohland, 
Boudrot and DiCesare join to overhaul the constitution and bylaws. Major rework is 
needed to reflect the changes in the club. Of note is the interest to allow non owners 

to join and become associate 
members, remove references to 
C.E. Ryder that are no longer 
pertinent, and to create a new 
Life Member category. The 
Bylaws take several months 
and iterations but emerge and 
are finalized in 2004.  

• Janet and George’s 
Apogee arrives back in the US after 17 Years! See chart at left and above which 
outlines their voyage 
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2004 Highlights  

• The annual meeting includes the first 
inflation of a life raft for demonstration. 
Yes. They are small. 

 
• Bylaws are re-written to include the Web 

Captain and Newsletter Editors and allow 
Associate Members, non owners, to 
participate in the Association. 

 
• Dick Willard & Kathy Carney living 

aboard Mariah, SC 35 in the Bahamas. 
• Carla and Quenten Cook sail transatlantic on Cassiopeia. 
• Pam and Tim Fisher Querida Grande on their 3rd year of cruising in Europe. 

 
Hurricane Charlie Stalks the 2004 Rendezvous. But despite the weather the following 
folks arrive by boat. SC-31 Halley, Gerry Murphy: SC-31 Sarah Maria ; Ed and Karen 
Casazza; SC-31 Scoundrel; Ed Mustra and Jason Guarino SC-28 Kirsten; Peter and Judy 
Georg Others arrive by car; Steve and Carroll Bliven (SC-31 Quest), Bill and Debbie 
Duggan and kids (SC-31 Moon Cusser) John Rohland and Patricia Lang (SC-31 
Trigness) Heidi Trilsch and Pete Androski (SC-39 Spartina) Nick and Linda Caballero 
and kids (sc-39 Far Star) Peter Muennich and Marianne Riedl (SC-31 Carra Barra) 
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Apogee Returns in 2005 

Frank & Alice DeCesare in the foreground, 
Carol Bliven and John Rohland in the 
background at the 2005 Meeting 

Attendees of the 2005 Summer 
Rendezvous held in Wickford, 
Rhode Island 

2005 Highlights 
 

• Janet and George’s Apogee arrives back in the US after 17 Years! See chart at left 
which outlines their voyage 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Long time member of SCOA, Peter 
Muennich (Carra Bara) passed away. Fair 
Winds Peter. Peter, shown at left with Marry 
Ann, never missed a SCOA Annual Meeting 
or Rendezvous and will be missed by all. He 
was a dear friend. 
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2006 Highlights 
 
Annual Meeting held in Newport at the Best Western. Commodore Nick Caballero 
presides. The Association is in strong financial shape and the rendezvous is planned 
for the summer. 
 
 

 
 

 
• The rendezvous was hosted by Patricia Lang. Those attending were:  

Left to Right John Rohland & guest, Lois Von Riesen, Jeff Gardner & daughters, Kaleigh 
Duggan, Bill and Lana Mogan, Dan Von Riesen, Steve and Carol Bliven, Debbie 
Duggan, Nick and Linda Caballero, Bill Duggan, Bob Trottier. Not shown Patricia Lang 
(taking picture), Clarke and Judy Ryder. 
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2007 Highlights 
 
The Annual Meeting was held at the Newport Best Western presided by Commodore 
Gerry Murphy. 
 

 
Pictures from the SCOA 2007 
Annual Meeting at left: Carol 
Bliven, Jackie Clark & Janet 
Murphy 
  
 

  
The 2007 Rendezvous was hosted 
by Carol and Steve Bliven. Shown 
below, Steve and Jack Walsh at the 
rendezvous  
 

.  
Donna Lang was awarded the third Life Member of SCOA for her accomplishment in 
a Southern Cross Yacht. Her words are listed below:  

 
Thank you so very much 
for your kind responses to 
Will Barbeau. It is a great 
pleasure to consider for 
your lifetime honorary 
membership as it has been 
the greatest pleasure to sail 
a Southern Cross around 
the World. She is a tough 
ship and has maneuvered 
the biggest ocean seas in 
the world with tremendous 
poise and security. I have 
only been able to do what I 

do, with peace of mind, knowing that this little ship will do its part to keep me upright 
and sailing on course. I have been truly amazed at how well she has done 'to wind'. 
Though the double ender is known as a good trade wind sailor, this sail has been 50% + a 
headwind sail despite the concepts of people about offshore sailing and Inspired Insanity 
has done remarkably. Again, my thanks to you and the Association for you generosity 
toward me. I look forward tremendously to meeting Clarke Ryder, who came to my boat 
at Brewer's marina and did a survey of the mast step for me to help me ensure it's 
stability, however I did not catch up with him there. I so appreciate the time he took to 
help me. It has also been a privilege to get to know Pat Henry this last year. She has been 
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a tremendous encouragement along my way. Will and I will ensure you have whatever 
information and photos you  
Need. Many thanks.  
Fairest of Winds and Love, Only Gratitude, Captain Donna Lange 

 
2008 Highlights  
Commodore Jack Walsh, shown in the pictures below, is attending Donna Lange’s 
homecoming in Bristol in May. Below left, Jack with Donna Lange & Pat Henry. 
Other highlights include the annual meeting.  
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Summary 

 
SCOA was founded with the purpose of encouraging a close relationship between all 
owners of Southern Cross yachts for the mutual advantage of exchanging ideas; to 
provide a social forum through regional meetings, cruises and rendezvous and to 
support the continuous improvement of the class through a liaison with the builder. 
With the builder no longer in business, the club’s mission of encouraging a close 
relationship between owners continues. The annual meeting continues to provide new 
information and a forum of exchange, several rendezvous have been very successful 
and through the use of the web the association continues to be relevant and important 
to both new and experienced owners.  
 
Life Members 
 
1996  Clarke Ryder 1st SCOA Life Member 
2002  Pops Karentz 
2003  Pat Henry  
2007  Donna Lange 
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Rendezvous and Ship Store 
Peter and Judy George, SC28 Kirsten, 
operated the Ship Store and hosted the 
Rendezvous from 1996 through 2005. 
Many Thanks for minding the store! 
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SCOA Officers & Commodores 
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SCOA Commodores 

 
 
Annual Meeting 2/15/1998 Marriott Newport, RI 
7 Commodores (past, current & future) & Secretary / Treasurer 
 
L-R Standing: Andy Thiebault, John Rohland, Charlie Claus, Dan Von Riesen 
L-R Seated: Bob Boudrot, Frank DiCesare, Bill Duggan, George Smith 
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1986 Commodore George Smith 1983-1985 Commodore Pops Karentz 

1987 Commodore Ralph DeGroodt  1988 Commodore Dick Edelman 
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1990 Commodore Dick Willard 1989 Commodore Karl Wallischek 

1991 Commodore Liz Thorndike  1992 Commodore George Hildebrandt 
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1994 Bill Thorndike 1993 Commodore Bill Duggan 

1995 Frank DeCesare 1996 Andy Thiebault 
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1999 Commodore Bob Boudrot 

1997 Commodore John Rohland 1998 Commodore Dan Von Reisen 

2000 Commodore Michael DeSisto 
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2003 Commodore John Rohland 2001 & 2002 Commodore Bill Duggan 
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2006 Commodore Nick Caballero 

2007 Commodore Gerald Murphy 2008 Commodore Jack Walsh 

2004 & 2005 Commodore Ed Cazzassa 
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Commodore’s Award 
The commodore’s Award was created in 2002 through collaboration between Bill 
Duggan and Bob Boudrot “In recognition of outstanding accomplishments in a 
Southern Cross Sailing craft and/or major contributions to the goals, ideals and 
perpetuation of the SCOA organization.This award is made by the Commodore and 
presented at the annual meeting.  Each award recipient is provided an individual 
plaque and their names are added to the SCOA Association plaque.   
 

 
2002 -Janet Murphy and George Smith. SC 31, Apogee 

 
"Janet Murphy & George Smith are Southern 
Cross 31 owners and world cruisers. They 
departed the US in 1986 aboard Apogee, hull 
number 148. Their cruising has taken them 
twice across the Atlantic, to the South Pacific 
and five round trips from New Zealand to Fiji, 
then to Australia, Malaysia, the Indian Ocean, 
up the Red Sea to Israel, Turkey, all through 
the Med, back across the Atlantic (this time on 
a transportation ship), up the Intracoastal and 
back to New Jersey.  
George was the 1986 Southern Cross Owners 
Association Commodore. They have 
contributed many very interesting articles for 
us to enjoy." 
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2003 Pat Henry - Southern Cross 31, Southern Cross 
 

"I am so pleased with your news this morning and greatly 
honored by being chosen for this award. 
 
I wish it were possible to join you to personally thank 
everyone for his or her ongoing support and encouragement. 
This is the spirit of the sailing community that kept me 
going when my voyage presented many of its biggest 
challenges. Like Southern Cross represents to me the finest 
characteristics of a long-distance sailing vessel...one that 
always comes through when conditions are rough, SCOA 
exemplifies the finest ideals of the sailing 

community...sharing knowledge, assistance, enthusiasm, and encouragement." 
Website www.pat-henry.com. 
 
To learn more about her sailing school www.comingabout.com. Right now Southern 
Cross is our star, taking students out to learn to sail here on Banderas Bay.  
 
--Pat Henry 
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2004 Pat & Colleen DeGroodt - Southern Cross 35, Simmer 
 
"2-22-03 - Hello to all our friends at SCOA! We are officially circumnavigators and 
so is our SC35 Simmer! We crossed our outbound path at Lat 20.59.6'N/Lon 

73.51.2'W (that's in the Bahamas just west of 
Samana Cay) on 13 February 2003. It's been 
four years and 2 weeks since we left 
Georgetown, Bahamas. It feels a little strange to 
be returning to familiar anchorages again." 
 
-- Pat & Colleen Degroodt 
 
If you would like to know more about their trip 
or information on Pat's software called Visual 
Passage Planner go to their web site at 
www.digwave.com. 
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2005 Deb & Bill Duggan SC 31 - Moon Cusser 

Commodore Ed Casazza presenting the 
award to Debbie and Bill Duggan  
at the Annual Meeting in February 

Debbie and Bill Duggan were awarded the 
Southern Cross Commodore's Award at 
the Annual SCOA meeting in February. 
The Duggan’s are the fourth recipients of 
the award following in the wake of Janet 
& George Smith, Pat Henry and Pat & 
Colleen DeGroodt. The first three award 
recipients have circumnavigated and the 

Duggans followed their travels by editing and publishing the past 32 newsletters. Debbie 
and Bill have been members of SCOA since 1986, Newsletter Editors and past 
Commodores (twice) and helped establish the initial web site.  Bill and Deb say " Thanks 
for writing in and sharing your projects, cruising stories, equipment reviews and recipes 
for success (and failure). Your contributions have made this newsletter a great success to 
all our members throughout the world to further enjoy, maintain and sail their boats. It 
has been a real pleasure to provide the newsletters to so many owners and enthusiasts.  
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References & Change History 
 
Back Issues of Southern Cross newsletter.  Available on CD, some paper copies and 

recent issues are on the SCOA Web Site. 
 
Marketing materials on the various boats in the Southern Cross’s   Ava ilable on CD with 

past newsletters. 
 
Past Annual Meeting videos.  Presently available on VHS. 

 
 

Change History 
Version Date Changes 

1 1/12/2009 Original Draft  
2 2/4/2009 Added Commodore’s  
3 2/9/2009 Draft Updated with Janet Murphy’s comments & 

more pictures of past Commodores 
7  Clarke Ryder comments  
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End Notes 
 

                                                 
1 Southern Cross Issue 1 
2 Good Old Boat, Clarke Ryder Interview May/June 2008 
3 Good Old Boat Clarke Ryder Interview May/June 2008 
4  Southern Cross Marketing Brochure SC 31 
5  
6 Southern Cross Issue 12 
 
7 Southern Cross Issue 1 


